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Private Lives has to be the Noel Coward equivalent to 
Shakespeare’s Midsummer Night’s Dream,Neil Simon’s The Odd 
Couple or or Alan Aykbourn’s Norman Conquests. It’s the 
playwright’s first and most popular pick for theatre companies.  
As such, this reviewer has seen at least five local productions, 
some memorable, some forgettable. This latest Rep version falls 
into the former category, but not always for the right reasons. 
This Private Lives was elegant and stylish in its appearance.  
It's two sets were neat and workable, its costumes tastefully 
recreated the1930s period and its players delivered their lines with 
all the clipped, polished style of the English upper class of that time. 
This was particularly true of Kate O’Keeffe, in the lead part 
of Amanda, a divorcee who discovers her former husband is in the 
next suite whilst on the first night of her French honeymoon with a 
new groom.  
The play’s programme informs that Kate had moved away from 
Geelong for 17 years but returned earlier this year. This was clearly 
a welcome return, for Kate gave a delightfully  believable portrayal 
of her scatty yet capriciously charming character.  
Her ex-husband, Elyot, who also, coincidentally, happened to be on 
the first night of his own honeymoon, was played by Adamo Di 
Biase, also returning to Rep following a sizeable break.  
He, too, made a fine job of his part, delivering it with the suave 
detached charm of its time and place.  
Of course, the plot called for these two shallow narcissistic people 
to run away together, setting the play up for some clever situations 
and a neatly contrived confrontation final scene.  
As their respective deserted partners, Jesse Ivelja played his 
spurned new groom Victor with bluster and belligerence, while 
Lauren Atkin’s Sibyl was in turn fragile, hurt and screamingly 
vindictive toward her new husband’s former partner.  
Sue Rawkins added a neatly-played contemptuous French maid, 
and the whole play was delivered with dedication, and  no mean 
skill, across its well designed period set.  
But the big flaw in this particular Private Lives was to come from an 
amount of over-enthusiasm on the part of director Steve Macklin, 
who pushed his main characters to over-indulge their excesses, be 
that by drinking (breakfast-time brandies downed in rapid-fire 



succession), smoking (numerous plastic pretend cigarettes ‘stubbed 
out’ after two puffs) but much more importantly, by their passion and 
violence toward each other. 
That over-passionate approach meant that several of playwright 
Coward’s crisp and clever witty lines were lost in shouting and 
screaming scenes, while what, in previous productions had been a 
slap, saw husband Elyot appear to punch his female partner full in 
the face.  
That brought a gasp from the audience, and a perceived lack of 
sympathy for the character from tht point  onward.  
For 21st century audiences have a very different perception of this 
form of conduct. 
However, such is the enthusiasm for  Private Lives that Geelong 
Rep had needed to schedule two extra performances, even before 
its opening night. 
Those many extra patrons will doubtless experience a well-acted, 
stylish and at times elegant theatrical performance, and one that will 
certainly remain long in the memory. 
- Colin Mockett 




